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1:  Motivation 

If you are a hiring manager,  you need to select a smaller group that will be 
interviewed for a position from a large pool of candidates.
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1:  Motivation 

Model embodies bias 

Pre-existing  biases on 
disadvantaged group

Model trained with 
biased dataset

Model produces 
biased results

Reinforcing 
existing bias
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1:  Motivation & Why it Matters

Desired properties:

- Fairness:  representation of the protected group does not fall below a 
minimum proportion at any point in the ranking. 

- Maximize utility:  interview the most qualified candidates
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Part 2: The Fair Top-k Ranking Problem
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2. The Fair Top-k Ranking Problem

Fairness top-k ranking criteria:

A ranking selection should include candidates with following characteristics.

1. Ranked group fairness: represent protected group.
2. Selection utility: contain most qualified candidates.
3. Ordering utility: ordered by decreasing qualification.
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2.2  Group fairness for ranking

Definition 1:  Set of candidates must have protected candidates fairly represent 
the protected group with minimal proportion p and significance a.

Definition 2: Every candidate within top-k ranking needs to satisfy the fairness 
representation condition with proportion p and adjusted significance ac.
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2.3  Criteria for Utility

Definition 3: Ranked utility. Maximum ranked individual utility must be at the top 
of the ranking list.

Definition 4: Selection utility.  Prefer rankings in which the more qualified 
candidates are included and the less qualified excluded.

Definition 5: Ordering utility.  Prefer top-k lists in which more qualified 
candidates are ranked above less qualified ones. 

Definition 6: In group monotonicity. Both protected and non-protected 
candidates must be sorted by decreasing qualifications.
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Part 3:  Algorithm
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1. Create two lists Pprotected and PnotProtected  contain top k 
candidates from protected group and not protected group

2. Compute ranked group fairness table m with p, k, α

mp,k = the minimum number of candidates in the protected group that must appear

while number of picked < k: 
If m demands a protected candidate at the current 
position: add the best candidate from Pprotected

Otherwise, add the best from Pprotected U PnotProtected  
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mp,k = the minimum number of candidates in the protected group that must appear

while number of picked < k: 
If m demands a protected candidate at the current 
position: add the best candidate from Pprotected

Otherwise, add the best from Pprotected U PnotProtected  

FAIR algorithm satisfies all following:

(i)   Satisfies in-group monotonicity
(ii)  Satisfies ranked group fairness
(iii) Achieve optimal selection utility
(iv) Maximizes ordering utility

Runtime: O( n + k log k)

1. Create two lists Pprotected and PnotProtected  contain top k 
candidates from protected group and not protected group

2. Compute ranked group fairness table m with p, k, α
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Runtime: O( n + k log k)

3:  Runtime

k iteration
O(logk)  to 

dequeue 

O(n) to build P

O(n) to compute 

table

1. Create two priority queues with k candidates 
each: Pprotected and PnotProtected 

2. Compute ranked group fairness table m

mp,k = the minimum number of candidates in the protected group that must appear

while number of picked < k: 
If m demands a protected candidate at the current 
position: add the best candidate from Pprotected

Otherwise, add the best from Pprotected U PnotProtected  
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Part 4:  Experiments & Results
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4: Experiments & Results

Datasets

1. COMPAS
2. German Credits
3. SAT
4. XING
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4: Experiments & Results
Baseline

Color-blind ranking                                                    
-Without considering group fairness

Ranking method by Feldman et al                                                             
-Align the probability distribution of the protected 

candidates with the non-protected ones.   

-Candidate i in the protected group, qi ← qj by 

choosing a candidate j in the non-protected group 

having Fn(j) = Fp(i)    

-Fp(·) - quantile of candidates in protected group   

-Fn(·) - quantile of candidates in non-protected group
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Part 5:  Contributions & Limitations
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5: Contributions & Limitations

Contributions                                                  -Principled 

definition of ranked group fairness -Effective 

algorithm consider group fairness (create 

rankings for different portion of protected group)

Limitation                                                             -Lack 

of considering multiple protected groups or combinations of protected attributes          
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Questions?
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